
Statistics on offences and coercive
methods
Coercive measures 2017

Examinations to detect narcotics use on the rise
According to Statistics Finland's data, the police, customs and border guard used coercive
measures 195,800 times in 2017. The number was 1,700 coercive measures (0.9 per cent) lower
than one year previously. Good one-quarter of the coercive measures were apprehensions based
on the Police Act (taking intoxicated persons into custody). Other types of coercive measures
were almost always connected to investigating the guilt of a suspect or ensuring the criminal
process. Examinations of state of intoxication in order to detect narcotics use increased by 16.9
per cent.

Coercive measures of the police, customs and border guard in 2008
to 2017

In 2017, the police used coercive measures 188,000 times. This is 96 per cent of all coercive measures
used. Customs used coercive measures 5,900 times (three per cent) and the border guard 1,800 times (one
per cent). The share of customs and the border guard are small in all main coercive measure groups.
Customs and the border guard performed close on one-fifth of confiscations.

Quoting is encouraged provided Statistics Finland is acknowledged as the source.Helsinki 28.2.2018
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Coercive measures against freedom
In 2017, a total of 22,900 apprehensions were made, which is 800 cases (3.4 per cent) fewer than in the
year before. The number of arrests was 8,800, down by 700 cases (7.6 per cent) from one year earlier. The
number of remands was 2,150, which is 200 cases (7.6 per cent) fewer than in 2016 and 5.3 per cent fewer
than in 2015. Altogether, 460 travel bans were enforced, which is 27.7 per cent fewer than in 2016 and
22.6 per cent fewer than in 2015.

At the beginning of 2016, a coercive measure concerning detention of foreigners entered into force. In
2017, a total of 1,500 such detentions of foreigners were recorded, which is 37.3 per cent more than one
year earlier. The most common reason for the detention of a foreigner was that a foreigner would hinder
the preparation and enforcement of decision-making concerning him or her by hiding or running or in
some other way. This was the basis for around 1,200 cases. Another common reason for detention was
that a foreigner was suspected of a crime. This reason was used around 230 times. Detention of a foreigner
usually results in execution of extradition: 1,061 times in 2017. Close on 40 per cent of detentions of
foreigners lasted for less than two days. Around 13 per cent of detentions lasted over a month.

The number of intoxicated persons taken into custody has fallen in recent years. The number of intoxicated
persons taken into custody was 54,600 in 2017, which is 2,000 cases (3.5 per cent) lower than in 2016.
Taking intoxicated persons into custody is a coercive measure based on the Police Act, where the object
of the coercive measure is usually not suspected of an offence but the coercive measure is used to ensure
the safety of the person or his or her environment.

A majority of coercive measures against freedom were directed at Finnish citizens. Apprehensions based
on the Police Act are often taking intoxicated persons into custody, but this group also includes other
temporary apprehensions to ensure that domestic or public premises are not invaded. Information on
nationality is based on police records.
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Coercive measures against freedom by nationality 2017

Apprehension based
on the Police Act /
Persons taken into
custody while intoxic

Prohibition to
travel

Detention of a
foreigner

RemandArrestApprehensionTotalNationality

49,04939401,5546,97618,24676,219Finland

1,3822214622581,0973,015Estonia

6577235602256021,786Iraq

2863147992783351,148Romania

3781267511503471,005Russia

600018334142797Somalia

2591043185144533Sweden

214287842137490Afghanistan

23194833138297Gambia

61111437478268Lithuania

1120101128100261Latvia

22051953100235Belarus

22053154384217Georgia

1151862453207Poland

41150102674202Marocco

97013101463197Foreign country unknown

6322821370178Without nationality

5701783951172Bulgaria

4678183747163Iran

3313471657148Algeria

1025071560144Nigeria

3512841660144Turkey

4811022453138Ukraine

530751536116Syria

5025192435108Albania

91814210912376672,137Other

Reason for ending an apprehension, arrest and detention of a foreigner 2016 and 2017

20172016Reason for ending

33,15434,275Total

31,66333,189Apprehension or arrest, total

25,56927,009-Free

3,9784,089-Sent

502539-Change of measure

12-Deceased

2918-Deportation

1,1681,040-Extradition

2526-Turned back

55-Escaped

386461-Transfer

1,4911,086Detentions of foreigners, total

1,061815-Execution of extradition

6246-Execution of a removal order

290164-Preconditions for detention no longer exist for other reasons

7861-Detention of a foreigner is still valid
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Other coercive measures
At the beginning of 2014, new coercive measures came into force: search of data contained in a device
and search of premises. A search of data contained in a device refers to a search directed to the data content
contained in a computer, a terminal end device or in another corresponding technical device or information
system. In 2017, altogether 5,900 searches of data contained in a device were performed, which is 2.4 per
cent more than in 2016. A search of premises refers to a search conducted elsewhere than in a public place
but not a domicile. Searches of premises numbered 6,800, most of which were carried out to find an object
or property to be confiscated. Compared with the previous year, 7.6 per cent more searches of premises
were performed.

The number of bodily searches and physical examinations and possible confiscations related to them
increased by 4.5 per cent from the previous year. Their number was 29,500 in 2017. Physical examinations
were done to, e.g. determine the DNA profile of a suspect. Confiscations and house searches possibly
made in their connection numbered 37,800, which was 500 cases (1.2 per cent) lower than in the year
before. The number of confiscations and house searches has decreased considerably compared to 2013 as
part of them are now recorded as searches of premises or searches of data contained in a device.

The number of enforced restraining orders continued to fall. Altogether, 1,530 restraining orders were
enforced in 2017, which is 3.6 per cent fewer than one year earlier and 11.3 per cent fewer than in 2015.

A total of 25,200 coercive measures were directed to women, being 12.9 per cent of all coercive measures.
Women's shares were small in all types of coercive measures. Of the coercive measures directed to women,
31.8 per cent were taking intoxicated persons into custody and 14.3 per cent were physical examinations
and confiscations. Close on eight per cent of coercive measures were not directed to a person but, for
example, to legal persons or premises.

Examinations to detect narcotics use have increased
In all, 7,400 examinations of state of intoxication with a precision breathalyser were recorded in 2017,
which was 400 cases (5.4 per cent) fewer than in 2016. The number of examinations of state of intoxication
with a blood test was 12,500 in 2017, which was 800 cases (6.8 per cent) more than in 2016. Examinations
of state of intoxication in order to detect narcotics use increased by 16.9 per cent and examinations to
determine the blood alcohol level declined by 1.3 per cent from 2015.

Investigations of drunken driving in 2016 and 2017

20172016Investigation/year

7,3697,790Breath alcohol

12,45611,662Request to examine state of intoxication

Of which

6,4936,576...Blood alcohol

7,6656,555...Narcotics

1,3651,461...Consumption after driving

192199...Theoretical statement on state of intoxication
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Reason for apprehension leading to examination of state of intoxication and vehicle 2017

SpeedingOther
offence

Other
traffic
infraction

Traffic
accident

Abnormal
driving style

InformingStop checkOther
reason

Total

5768951,0341,8121,9854,0254,2925,20619,825Total

5156998681,5331,6943,4243,5704,54216,845Passenger car

23425383782323422531,106Van

533586812513883149659Moped

84411214613785316Water transport

2020185826384449273Motorcycle

48111421667954257Lorry, truck

1982212301223117Other vehicle

06611435101587
Tractor,
earth-mover, grader

064000311482Not drunken driving

03894661349Snowmobile

0001041410Bus

0000035210Special vehicle

060000028Pedestrian

010200115Bicycle

The statistics on Offences known to the police and on Coercive measures were combined in March 2015.
Data released prior to that can be found on the old home pages of the statistics. The web pages of the
statistics on Offences known to the police: http://www.tilastokeskus.fi/til/polrik/index_en.html and of the
statistics on Coercive measures: http://tilastokeskus.fi/til/pkei/index_en.html
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Appendix tables

Appendix table 1. Coercive measures of the police, customs and border guard in 2013 to 2017

20172016201520142013Coercive measure

195,777197,451197,191196,748210,302TOTAL

22,89023,68824,66324,98427,726Apprehension

8,7839,5069,5549,15010,110Arrest

2,1432,3192,2632,1742,420Remand

462639597576543Prohibition on travel

54,60056,56359,75361,26668,393Persons taken into custody while intoxic

12,45611,66211,53811,34511,000Request to examine state of intoxication, blood test

7,3697,7908,2068,5289,597Examination of state of intoxication, precision breathalyser

26,23425,36623,10622,31123,426Physical search / confiscation

10,69210,4817,9798,41210,381- Of which the determination of the suspect's DNA profile

3,3022,8902,8022,9984,263Bodily search / confiscation

11,11611,49912,05812,98317,578House search and confiscation

26,67226,75925,78725,51128,704Confiscation

141133166113106Prohibition to reveal, decision

2735263846Cancellation of a coercive measure

1,5341,5911,7291,8291,965Restraining order

127164125102129Order to terminate a consignment

2342363588Amendment of a coercive measure

1,4231,2721,3981,510823Order to bring a person before court

1,1501,2351,1841,3551,857Request to extend the time limit

173184211219281Precautionary measure / confiscation for security

102128152194210Temporary measure

718669635528994Release of a detainee

5,9365,7955,5054,1770Search of data contained in a device

6,8336,3485,6344,7530Search of premises

00100Obligate a witness to give evidence

1,4911,086000Ulkomaalaisen säilöönotto

Appendix table 2. Persons apprehended, arrested and remanded by age in 2017

Persons taken into custody while intoxicatedRemandArrestApprehensionAge

54,6002,1438,78322,890Age groups total

280039-14

7523826760615-17

4,2271949662,36218-20

5,8983041,4273,46921-24

6,5974151,6213,92325-29

6,1953681,4733,64630-34

5,4993021,1912,89735-39

5,0562046951,89540-44

4,6681244771,44745-49

9,2691484871,75450-59

6,2944617381860-..

1170634Unknown
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